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                Better spaces. 

Better life. 
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                Because, when you’re in a great space,

Life just becomes a little bit better.
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            We create laminate flooring, engineered parquet, vinyl flooring and carpet, as well as accessories. Our brands are well-known for their outstanding quality and innovative design.

+ Visit the Quick-Step website

+ Visit the Pergo website

+ Visit the IVC Group website

+ Visit the Moduleo website

+ Visit the IVC Commercial website

+ Visit the Godfrey Hirst website

        

    






    
        
            We produce sustainable and high-quality wood based solutions for the construction and interior sector.







+ Visit the Unilin Panels website

        

    






    
        
            We manufacture PIR insulation boards and self-supporting roof panels for any space and help you search for the best insulation and roof solution for your project.



+ Visit the Unilin Insulation website

+ Visit the Xtratherm website





 

        

    






    
        
            We proudly commercialize our vast portfolio of patents, technologies and innovations to flooring companies all around the world.





+ Visit the Unilin Technologies website
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employees

        

    






    
        
            + 105 locations

worldwide
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patents

        

    






    
        
            + 3 billion €

turnover in 2022
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We push boundaries

to improve people’s quality of life

by creating better spaces.

 

Discover more about us

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        
    


        







        

    
        
            



    
        
            





Why we truly believe in wood

Wood is a sustainable product. What's more, it is a fine example of natural technology. When used in the right way, it is a material of the future for the future. Unilin Group is passionate about wood and we do everything we can to keep it in the supply chain for as long as possible.

Discover the importance of

wood at Unilin Group

Discover our Sustainability report 2022 
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                Join our strong, dynamic and innovative team
            

    






    
        
             

Ready to grow together?

We are always on the lookout for talent: young, experienced, or unexperienced but eager to learn, to strengthen our business and lay a strong foundation for the future.  

Go to our jobsite
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28 March 2024            


            
                
                    Colleagues across the globe embrace lifelong learning
                
            


                
                    At Unilin lifelong learning and development are not hollow words. Thanks to training courses, knowledge sharing with colleagues and on-the-job experience, our employees across the globe grow every single day.
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                    The Young Graduate Journey at Unilin: invaluable opportunities for young talent
                
            


                
                    What is the job for you? That’s a tough question if you’ve just graduated. That is why Unilin offers school leavers the opportunity to help them define their own career path. 
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                    As zero-harm officers Pascalle, Vikneswaran and Raluca contribute to a safer work environment
                
            


                
                    At Unilin a safe work environment for all is a must. We strive for zero harm by placing maximum focus on machine safety, training, initiatives on well-being and much more. 
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